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新聞で学ぶ日本語 1996 a master class in journalism from 1920 this book is the result of twelve years experience in teaching university students to write special feature
articles for newspapers and popular magazines by applying the methods outlined in the following pages young men and women have been able to prepare articles
that have been accepted by many newspaper and magazine editors the success that these students have achieved leads the author to believe that others who desire
to write special articles may be aided by the suggestions given in this book although innumerable books on short story writing have been published no attempt has
hitherto been made to discuss in detail the writing of special feature articles in the absence of any generally accepted method of approach to the subject it has been
necessary to work out a systematic classification of the various types of articles and of the different kinds of titles beginnings and similar details as well as to supply
names by which to identify them particular emphasis is placed on methods of popularizing such knowledge as is not available to the general reader this has been
done in the belief that it is important for the average person to know of the progress that is being made in every field of human endeavor in order that he may if
possible apply the results to his own affairs the problem therefore is to show aspiring writers how to present discoveries inventions new methods and every significant
advance in knowledge in an accurate and attractive form the author contents part i i the field for special articles ii preparation for special feature writing iii finding
subjects and material iv appeal and purpose v types of articles vi writing the article vii how to begin viii style ix titles and headlines x preparing and selling the
manuscript xi photographs and other illustrations part ii an outline for the analysis of special feature articles teach children love of art through story telling boston
herald where girls learn to wield spade and hoe christian science monitor boys in search of jobs boston transcript girls and a camp new york evening post your porter
saturday evening post the gentle art of blowing bottles independent the neighborhood playhouse new york world the singular story of the mosquito man new york
evening post a county service station country gentleman guarding a city s water supply detroit news the occupation and exercise cure outlook the brennan mono rail
car mcclure s magazine a new political wedge everybody s magazine the job lady delineator mark twain s first sweetheart kansas city star four men of humble birth
hold world destiny in their hands milwaukee journal the confessions of a college professor s wife saturday evening post a paradise for a penny boston transcript
wanted a home assistant pictorial review six years of tea rooms new york sun by parcel post country gentleman sales without salesmanship saturday evening post the
accident that gave us wood pulp paper munsey s magazine centennial of the first steamship to cross the atlantic providence journal searching for the lost atlantis
syndicate sunday magazine section
How to Write Special Feature Articles 2015-11-09 this book is the result of twelve years experience in teaching university students to write special feature articles
for newspapers and popular magazines by applying the methods outlined in the following pages young men and women have been able to prepare articles that have
been accepted by many newspaper and magazine editors the success that these students have achieved leads the author to believe that others who desire to write
special articles may be aided by the suggestions given in this book although innumerable books on short story writing have been published no attempt has hitherto
been made to discuss in detail the writing of special feature articles in the absence of any generally accepted method of approach to the subject it has been necessary
to work out a systematic classification of the various types of articles and of the different kinds of titles beginnings and similar details as well as to supply names by
which to identify them a careful analysis of current practice in the writing of special feature stories and popular magazine articles is the basis of the methods
presented in this analysis an effort has been made to show the application of the principles of composition to the writing of articles examples taken from
representative newspapers and magazines are freely used to illustrate the methods discussed to encourage students to analyze typical articles the second part of the
book is devoted to a collection of newspaper and magazine articles of various types with an outline for the analysis of them
How To Write Special Feature Articles 2021-06-17 this step by step guide will take you from your first paycheck to your ultimate goal a career as a professional
full time freelance writer with a byline that people will recognize you can easily make thousands of dollars every month simply by doing what you already love even if
you have never been professionally published or don t have a degree you can learn how to hone your interviewing editing and writing skills to meet the needs of
numerous print and online publications that boast millions of readers in how to make a living writing articles for newspapers magazines and online sources learn how
to pitch your first story idea to any publication and get it printed and paid learn how to submit queries and write a variety of professional level articles that news
entertainment and niche publications will eagerly pay you for you will find out how to utilize blogs social networks and search engines to find the best publishing
opportunities as well as how to market yourself online to attract editors with your personal website and online portfolio throughout this step by step guide you will find
trusted advice from industry insiders and writers who know exactly how to pitch pen and publish a story dealing with feedback knowing the ethics and legalities of
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confidential sources and writing compelling headlines it s all covered in this book
How to Make a Living Writing Articles for Newspapers, Magazines, and Online Sources 2014-12-30 using experience driven advice and compelling articles from scores
of newspaper and magazine writers feature writing for newspapers and magazines shows how award winning journalists achieve excellence and national recognition
this book helps readers to cultivate vital journalistic skills with a thorough discussion about creating and refining article ideas conducting research and interviews
writing and navigating legal and ethical questions
Feature Writing for Newspapers and Magazines 2000 this text aims to provide students with the background vocabulary and skills necessary to read and understand
newspapers the authentic newspaper articles reflect a variety of issues and encourage the use of newspapers in concurrence with discussion activities and
suggestions for further work
The Metropolitan Daily News 1994 the profession of journalism by various published by good press good press publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses
every genre from well known classics literary fiction and non fiction to forgotten or yet undiscovered gems of world literature we issue the books that need to be read
each good press edition has been meticulously edited and formatted to boost readability for all e readers and devices our goal is to produce ebooks that are user
friendly and accessible to everyone in a high quality digital format
The Profession of Journalism 2023-11-19 pick up the sunday paper and consider how many stories it takes to fill all those pages how can any newspaper staff produce
so many stories every day every week every month of the year and keep up with breaking news too they can t they use freelancers this book serves as a guide to
newspaper freelancing both for beginners and for more experienced writers who want to expand their markets
Freelancing for Newspapers 2007-05-01 excerpt from how to write special feature articles a handbook for reporters correspondents and free lance writers who
desire to contribute to popular magazines and magazine sections of newspapers to train students to write articles for newspapers and popular magazines may
perhaps be regarded by some college instructors in composition as an undertaking scarcely worth their while they would doubtless prefer to encourage their students
to write what is commonly called literature the fact remains nevertheless that the average undergraduate cannot write anything that approximates literature whereas
experience has shown that many students can write acceptable popular articles moreover since the overwhelming majority of americans read only newspapers and
magazines it is by no means an unimportant task for our universities to train writers to supply the steady demand for well written articles the late walter hines page
founder of the world s work and former editor of the atlantic monthly presented the whole situation effectively in an article on the writer and the university when he
wrote about the publisher forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of
an important historical work forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing
imperfections present in the aged copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however
repair the vast majority of imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works
How to Write Special Feature Articles 2017-10-17 this book is focusing on sentence class the data investigated is found in the article of jakarta post from text of
jakarta post the objective is to describe the type of sentence class the method of conducting this research is by applying the kind of sentence class and represents of
coherence in the text of sentence class so that it can give the reader more understand about the article the data is related to the sentence class sentence class are
classified as four types which gives the main idea and function then categorized the functions into coherence there were only five 6 edition of article jakarta post
taken from different edition about politic article the problems are focused on finding the dominant types of sentence class used in article of jakarta post however the
framework of this book can be described as follows 1 to analyze the type sentence class in the text of article jakarta post 2 to analyze the dominant types of sentence
class in the text of article 3 to described why they are dominant in the text of article 4 to know the coherence of sentence in the article the research findings indicate
that there are four types simple sentence 16 compound sentence 19 complex sentence 32 compound complex sentence 31 the dominant types of sentence class are
complex sentence
Sentence Class Analysis In Newspaper Articles 2022-12-21 this volume comprises contributions of three conferences on legal deposit in a digital environment on
web harvesting and archiving as well as newspapers in the geographical context of the mediterranean the main focus is on how to acquire preserve and make
available digital files issues that continue to be hot topics also ina world dominated by monographs
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The Language of Newspapers 2002 a practical guide to all aspects of feature writing for journalists and freelance writers
Reading Japanese Newspaper Articles 2011 seminar paper from the year 2004 in the subject english language and literature studies linguistics grade 1 university of
hannover language english abstract linguistische analyse von zeitungsartikeln zu einem ereignis während des irakkriegs auf der grundlage von theoretischen werken
von autoren wie alan bell und teun van dijk
Newspapers 2011-05-31 ever since newspaper companies first turned to their governments for support in the 1950s print media has been supported by state aid in
many parts of the world today the principles and practicalities of these subsidies have been called into question endangering the secure funding of expensive high
quality press output this book provides a comprehensive analysis of today s global challenges in the print news media s struggle for survival it presents current
practices concerning government subsidies to newspapers for political economic and socio cultural purposes against the background of declining readership and
revenues increased inter media competition austerity budgets imposed on national economies and shifting audience tastes using the insights of theoretical debates in
the fields of media economics media governance and modern management theory the book analyses these issues by investigating the power of government subsidies
to shape and control newspaper markets it brings together experts in these fields to combine theory with industry practices aiming to help all parties involved to
understand the complexity of issues and requirements necessary to preserve the social benefits of print media
Writing Feature Stories 2004 digitisation has been a hot topic in newspaper librarianship for some years now it came as a godsend for many bulky and space
consuming collections the major part of this volume comprises the papers given at the international conference on newspaper digitisation held at the university of
utah salt lake city may 2006 and presents the state of the art including experiences from current british and north american projects this material is complemented by
presentations from the world library and information congress in seoul august 2006 focusing on the east asian newspaper situation
Linguistic Analysis of British Newspaper Texts on the Najaf Uprising 2012-03-02 you don t need to be a professional journalist to write salable articles find out why and
how to approach the field with this essential guide learn how to make contacts find and develop ideas through your hobbies job or family find your target market
format your manuscript recycle your articles and get more sales out of them interviews with the editors of prominent magazines and neswpapers are also included
revealing what the experts look for when selecting pieces to publish
Selections from the Newspaper Articles of Thurlow Weed 1877 evaluation across newspaper genres hard news stories editorials and feature articles is the first book
length study of evaluation or stance in three major newspaper genres hard news stories editorials and feature articles the last of which is a cinderella genre in
linguistic studies it offers a fresh approach to exploring the ways in which evaluation or stance contributes to the construction of the three newspaper genres each
with a distinct communicative purpose key features include using a 900 000 word comparable corpus of newspaper texts arranged by genre and topic domain drawing
on a specially developed framework of analysis with a strong orientation to news values carrying out structural analysis by creating sub corpora of different parts of
newspaper texts and adopting a functional approach to evaluation in newspaper discourse evaluation across newspaper genres amply demonstrates that evaluation
plays a vital and yet dynamic role in the construction of hard news stories editorials and feature articles by performing a great variety of discourse functions in doing
so the book also illuminates such important linguistic concepts as specificity variation and textual colligation providing a new and unifying perspective on evaluation
as a prime driver of text construction it will be of interest and use to researchers teachers and students of english language applied linguistics and journalism
State Aid for Newspapers 2014-01-25 seminar paper from the year 2005 in the subject american studies culture and applied geography grade 1 3 free university of
berlin john f kennedy institut course history of news language english abstract paper is patient my high school physics teacher used to say when he corrected our
exams as he explained to us he had heard this old printers saying many times before from his father who was in the printing business himself this motto is more than
simply a justification for the laziness of my teacher who almost never corrected our tests on time since it comes out of the printing business a business hundreds of
years old it has a broader meaning it expresses the enduring existence of the written word hence letters black on white are records of people s thoughts and opinions
at specific points in time from early signs of human existence on cave walls to digital letters on our modern day computer screens newspapers as a medium for writing
are of special interest to historians as well as to ordinary people like you and me throughout history newspapers have reflected society however it would be an over
simplification to reduce the complexity of newspapers to the mere role of mirroring they give us useful information about editors journalists and authors their patient
words waiting to be read become vibrant thoughts even though reader and source might be years apart it is the dichotomy of individual and collective experience in
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reading that creates a readership benedict anderson s concept of imagined communities fits into this context incredibly well although a reader might not know all the
other readers of his or her newspaper they still have one thing in common they have all held the same information in their hands and read the same news thus the
reader being aware of this indirectly shared experience imagines his community of fellow readers while anderson refers to communities that overcome all distances i
would apply his model to distances in time it is because of the lasting effect of the written word that although i am culturally embedded in the 21st century i can still
read be impressed and influenced by or even identify with an article that is almost one hundred years old i leaf through the same pages look at the same pictures and
think about the same author as did other readers back then this process as an extension of anderson s theory makes me a part of an imagined community that knows
no borders neither in space nor in time
Newspapers of the World Online: U.S. and International Perspectives 2009-03-13 the international federation of library associations and institutions ifla is the leading
international body representing the interests of library and information services and their users it is the global voice of the information profession the series ifla
publications deals with many of the means through which libraries information centres and information professionals worldwide can formulate their goals exert their
influence as a group protect their interests and find solutions to global problems
Urdu Newspaper Articles 1987 preservation of historical documents and library related materials is a growing problem in all library types and institutions fortunately
editors carol smallwood and elaine williams have pulled together the wisdom of practicing professionals to elucidate how to cope with the many problems that arise
when preserving managing and digitizing important collections preserving local writers genealogy photographs newspapers and related materials contains informative
chapters on physical preservation collection management cooperation with organizations and communities various formats and special projects each part covers the
preservation of specific materials from newspapers and scrapbooks to photographs and oral histories in addition chapters cover repair and restoration of materials
while taking into consideration the current state of funding for agencies with an interest in history contributors also shed light on how the racial economic and political
dynamics of the past affect how collections are gathered maintained and presented today preserving local writers genealogy photographs newspapers and related
materials offers plenty to inspire anyone facing backlogs of unprocessed papers or boxes of artifacts stories of the rescue efforts of a group of volunteers or the
discovery of a lost diary show that the hard work of preservation is well worth it libraries archives and historical and genealogical societies all have their role to play in
preserving important historical materials as do patrons sponsors and volunteers such institutions and individuals will find this book extremely helpful in their
preservation efforts
Writing Magazine and Newspaper Articles 1998-04 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of
civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original
copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work this
work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public
we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
How To Write Articles For Newspapers And Magazines 2003 this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge
base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the
original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around the world and other notations in the work
this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no
entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor
pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public
we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant
Evaluation Across Newspaper Genres 2022-05-08 the papers brought together in this highly actual book are grouped around three themes not only the physical and
digital preservation of newspapers are treated but also the service and access models that are currently under development examples are provided with a focus on
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southeast asia moreover the dynamism of online newspapers is discussed this volume contains cutting edge information which is indispensable for the modern
newspaper librarian also researchers educators and journalists may benefit from the introduction to current aspects of the important medium
Imagined communities - What Makes a Readership Share a Certain Idea of Newspapers 2006-09-13 this book describes new methodological and technological
approaches to corpus building and presents recent research based on the norwegian newspaper corpus this is a large monitor corpus of contemporary norwegian
language compiled through daily harvesting of web newspapers the book gives an overview of the corpus and its system architecture and presents tools used for
tasks such as text harvesting annotation topic classification and extraction and frequency profiling of new words and phrases among the innovative technologies is
corpuscle a corpus query engine and management system which is flexible enough to handle very large corpora in an efficient way the individual research
contributions based on the corpus explore different aspects of norwegian including the occurrence of anglicisms neologisms and terminology and the use of
metonymy and metaphor in newspaper language the book also describes an innovative method of applying correspondence analysis and implicational analysis to
investigate interdependencies between morphosyntactic variants
Newspapers in Central and Eastern Europe / Zeitungen in Mittel- und Osteuropa 2017-11-07 newspapers are one of the world s biggest communication vehicles and a
perfect way for you to encourage learning in your students open up a window onto the world for them while they practice a wide range of important skills including
oral and written communication math drama and art research critical thinking and cooperation this is a resource that is easy to adapt to any classroom and so flexible
that you can choose newspaper articles that relate to any reading level or any unit in social studies science or other subjects some of the exercises also work with
career or technology study activities are suitable for individual and group work extension or centers inspire a life long love of reading
Preserving Local Writers, Genealogy, Photographs, Newspapers, and Related Materials 2012-04-05 writing feature articles presents clear and engaging advice for
students and young professionals on working as a freelance feature writer this fifth edition not only covers producing content for print but also for digital platforms
and online mary hogarth offers comprehensive guidance on every aspect of feature writing from having the initial idea and conducting market and subject research to
choosing the right target audience and publishing platform and successfully pitching the article in addition the book instructs students on developing their own
journalistic style and effectively structuring their feature each chapter then concludes with an action plan to help students put what they have read into practice topics
include life as a freelance building a professional profile telling a story with images developing a specialism interviewing skills profile and interview articles working in
publicity and advertising a career in magazines and newspapers getting published overseas understanding issues in media law and regulation the book also provides
an extensive range of interviews with successful media professionals including a newspaper editor a money health and lifestyle journalist a copywriter and an award
winning columnist where they share their own experiences of working in the industry and offer invaluable tips on best practice
The Profession of Journalism: A Collection of Articles on Newspaper Editing and Publishing, Taken Fr 2019-02-27 the first decade of the new scottish
parliament has seen the emergence of a new found national confidence scottishness is clearly alive and flourishing this book offers new and detailed insights into
scottish language and its usage by the scottish press to what extent does the use of identifiably scottish lexical features help them to maintain their distinctive
scottish identity and appeal to their readership which scottish words and phrases do the papers use and where is it a symbolic gesture do they all behave in the same
way and has this changed since devolution combining analysis of broad trends with detailed discussion of individual scottish words and phrases its timely publication
coincides with a period when interest in things scottish is at an all time high
The Profession of Journalism; A Collection of Articles on Newspaper Editing and Publishing, Taken from the Atlantic Monthly 2016-05-05 since its
outbreak the israeli palestinian conflict has been shaped by international involvement these external engagements in the conflict are primarily transmitted to jewish
israelis through the israeli mass media these media portrayals shape not only perceptions of the global attitudes towards the conflict but in so doing they also
influence and legitimize domestic political debates and decisions this research is guided by the question how israeli newspapers represent international involvement in
the israeli palestinian conflict how is the involvement contextualized and how qualified do societal constructs and beliefs shape the media representations and if so in
which manner do media representations differ in times of crisis and routine margret müller explores these questions in a content analysis of the four general daily
israeli newspapers media coverage during the gaza flotilla raid 2010
The Impact of Digital Technology on Contemporary and Historic Newspapers 2009-02-02 newspaper coverage of interethnic conflict competing visions of
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america examines mainstream and ethnic minority news coverage of interethnic conflicts in miami washington d c and los angeles authors hemant shah and michael
c thornton investigate the role of news in racial formation the place of ethnic minority media in the public sphere and how these competing visions of america are part
of ongoing social and political struggles to construct define and challenge the meanings of race and nation the authors suggest that mainstream newspapers reinforce
dominant racial ideology while ethnic minority newspapers provide an important counter hegemonic view of u s race relations the general process of racial newspaper
coverage of interethnic conflict is highly recommended for students and scholars in the fields of journalism mass communications media studies cultural studies and
sociology
Exploring Newspaper Language 2012-03-23 the purpose of this second edition is the same as that of the original to provide a thorough look at the major forms of
newspaper magazine and newsletter feature writing it offers lists of tips observations and guidelines for effective writing as well as lists of sources and story ideas a
wide variety of perspectives and experiences of the author other accomplished writers editors publishers and professors is utilized to demonstrate the techniques
presented this book emphasizes three primary aspects of feature writing writing skills basics article types and the collegiate and professional writing life each chapter
contains excerpts and complete articles from some of the nation s leading newspapers magazines and newsletters as well as specialized publications that illustrate
points made in the text as a result readers learn from the narrative from the advice of professionals and by example significant changes have been made for this
second edition including an expanded third section featuring three chapters on freelance writing one discussing the quasi professional environment at newspapers
magazines and newsletters another focusing on the writing and marketing aspects of free lancing and the last emphasizing key factors of the free lance writer s
professional life such as ethical legal and organizational matters updated writing examples highlighting contemporary illustrations of quality work from the nation s
most outstanding magazines and newspapers a new in depth focus on the growing need for quality newsletter feature writing a direct result of the expanding desktop
publishing marketplace contributions by the original group of professional editors and writers in the first edition updated and augmented with new material new
information on research tools for writers including additional discussion of on line computer based reference sources new material relative to writing feature articles
about the entertainment industry in addition to reviewing and critiquing
Newspapers 1994 hennessy s classic text tells you everything you need to know about writing successful features you will learn how to formulate and develop ideas
and how to shape them to fit different markets now in its fourth edition writing feature articles has been fully revised and updated to take into account the changing
requirements of journalism and media courses you will also discover how to exploit new technology for both researching and writing online learn step by step how to
plan research and write articles for a wide variety of popular quality and specialist publications discover more and make the advice stick by completing the tasks and
reading the keen analysis of extracts from the best of today s writing packed with inspirational advice in a friendly highly readable style this guide is a must have for
practising and aspiring journalists and writers
Writing Feature Articles 2019-04-09 for the first half of the twentieth century the best coverage of blacks in entertainment especially the developing motion picture
industry was in the newspapers published and circulated by the african american community this annotated bibliography adds to the first volume with easy access to
entertainment coverage in two more of the most influential black newspapers during that time the pittsburgh courier and the california eagle these papers were
selected for their wide circulation proximity to the two major american geographical centers for film production and their high quality coverage of entertainment the
chronological arrangement allows the reader to trace developments in entertainment from the early days of motion pictures to mid century quotations from the
articles offer a taste of each newspaper s style and extensive indexing provides quick access to names titles and subjects making the book an invaluable aid to
researchers
Scottish Newspapers, Language and Identity 2009-03-31
PROFESSION OF JOURNALISM 2018
Newspapers Gr. 5-8 1942
Newspaper indexing 2017-01-26
The World According To Israeli Newspapers 2003-10-16
Newspaper Coverage of Interethnic Conflict 1989
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Professional Feature Writing 2013-05-02
Writing Feature Articles 2010-03
Black Entertainers in African American Newspaper Articles: An annotated and indexed bibliography of the Pittsburgh Courier and the California Eagle, 1914-1950
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